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I. INTRODUCTION
In both the theoretical study and industrial assessment of the flow and deformation of synthetic and biological polymers, the starting point is the measurement of appropriate rheological properties which encapsulate the nature of the physical processes under consideration. The actual choice will depend on the context. Theoretically and experimen-tally, oscillatory shear measurements are popular because they are relatively easy to perform and lead naturally to estimates of the relaxation spectrum H() and the relaxation modulus G(t) of the material being examined. Industrially and experimentally, rheological parameters, such as the zero-shear viscosity
and the steady-state compliance
͑1.2͒
are popular, because they are: ͑i͒ relatively easy to measure; ͑ii͒ defined in terms of the moments of the relaxation modulus G(t); and ͑iii͒ have experimentally determined molecular weight scalings, which can be defined as molecular weight distribution functionals. Theoretically, rheological measurements constrain, for some given class of polymers, the possible choices of constitutive equation models, as well as information about their molecular weight distribution ͑MWD͒ w(m). Among other things, the MWD of a polymer is important as a mesoscale characterization of its molecular structure. When recovering molecular weight information, one would like to utilize the experimentally derived molecular weight scalings of relevant rheological parameters, such as 0 and J 0 , along with available measurements. This is possible only after the formulation of an appropriate mixing rule which relates the relaxation modulus G(t) of a polymer to its MWD w(m) . This leads naturally to the need to understand how the scaling properties of molecular weight distribution functionals are effected by the choice of the mixing rule. To this end, Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ showed formally that, for a quite general class of reptation mixing rules, the same molecular weight scaling applied. This result has been subsequently exploited in a number of independent ways. Maeir et al. ͑1998͒ used this result to motivate their experimentally derived mixing rules, whereas Thimm et al. ͑1999͒ used it to validate their construction of explicit inversion formulas which relate molecular weight distributions to their associated relaxation spectra.
The purpose of this paper is to give a technically rigorous and more comprehensive proof of the Anderssen and Mead result. It has been organized in the following manner. The concepts of a generalized reptation mixing rule, molecular weight and data functionals, and the scaling of molecular weight functionals are introduced in Sec. II and the earlier work of Anderssen et al. ͑1997͒ and Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ is briefly reviewed in terms of this generalization. The proof that all generalized reptation mixing rules have the same molecular weight scaling is given in Sec. III, while some consequences of this result are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. GENERALIZED REPTATION MIXING RULES AND MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONALS
The starting point for the current analysis is the following first kind Fredholm integral equation generalization of the standard single and double reptation mixing rules:
where F(t,m) corresponds to the normalized relaxation function. The choice of ϭ ϭ 1 corresponds to the single reptation mixing rule, ϭ ϭ 2 corresponds to the double reptation counterpart, whereas 1 р ϭ р 2 was assumed in the generalization analyzed by Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒. As well as a mathematical expedient, the motivation for this generalization was the assumption that the reptation dynamics of a polymer was more likely to be a mixture of single and double reptation rather than one or the other. Here, we treat the more general situation where у 1, Ͼ 0 and they do not necessarily have the same values.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to specify the conditions that will be assumed about the structure of the kernel k(t,m) in the deliberations below, to formalize the concept of a rheological parameter as a particular type of linear functional, and to explain the meaning and significance of molecular weight scaling.
A. The assumptions about the kernel k"t,m…
Assumption 1. The kernel k(t,m) is non-negative on the region t у 0 and m у 0.
, as a function of m for each fixed t, is continuous, bounded above and is strictly monotone.
From a rheological perspective, neither of these conditions is restrictive. Assumption 1 is standard, very general, and typical of many practical situations. Assumption 2 says that the dominant behavior of k(t,m) must be quite similar to exp(Ϫt/(m)). Often, in the rheological literature, it is simply assumed that k(t,m) ϭ exp(Ϫt/(m)).
B. The concept of a rheological parameter as a linear functional
For given (m) and (t), the expression
defines a molecular weight functional, whereas the expression
defines a data functional. Examples of data functionals have already been given above in Eqs. ͑1.1͒ and ͑1.2͒. Only functionals of this type will be considered here as they are sufficiently general to cover most rheological applications. In terms of the generalized mixing rule Eq. ͑2.1͒, the starting point for the analysis of Anderssen et al. ͑1997͒, as well as Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒, was the observation that, under suitable regularity which guarantees the dual existence of (m) and (t), the ͑adjoint͒ relationship
whenever g and w are related by Eq. ͑2.1͒.
In particular, when given a (t), there exists a corresponding (m) satisfying the adjoint relationship, provided k(t,m)(t) is an integrable function for all m. Mead ͑1994͒ had indicated earlier, within the context of double reptation mixing rules, the advantage of such equivalencing. It allows molecular weight functionals to be computed using their data functional counterparts Eq. ͑2.4͒, which thereby avoids the need to solve the mixing rule Eq. ͑2.1͒ computationally. In addition, and more importantly, it allows one to derive analytically, for a given data functional, the corresponding molecular weight functional.
On the other hand, when given a (m), a corresponding (t) satisfying the adjoint relationship will exist only if (m) is contained in the range space of the integral operator determined by the kernel function k(t,m). Consequently, the problem of determining (t) given (m) is a much deeper problem mathematically than determining (m) given (t), and is outside the scope of the current deliberations. Ramifications of this inverse process, within the context of relaxation spectrum recovery, can be found in Davies and Anderssen ͑1997͒, Anderssen and Davies ͑2001͒, and Loy et al. ͑2001͒.
C. Molecular weight scaling
From experiment, one is often able to establish how some measurable property ͑such as zero shear viscosity 0 ͒ scales with respect to some independent parameter on which it depends ͑such as molecular weight͒. For example, for high molecular weight polymers, the following scaling ͑relationship͒ has been established experimentally ͓cf. Dealy and
where M denotes the average molecular weight of the polymer. On other occasions, scaling relationships have been derived by using classical scaling arguments ͓cf. de Gennes ͑1979͒ and Lin and Segal ͑1974͔͒. Such scaling information is very important in that it imposes quite strong constraints on the form that theoretical models can take, since they must be able to predict the observed or inferred scaling. In fact, once a mathematical model has been formulated to explain the underlying process, that model can then be used to derive the scaling theoretically, and, thereby, to validate that model against any known scaling constraints.
Within the context of polymer dynamics, where Eq. ͑2.1͒ is assumed to define the nature of that dynamics in terms of the measured G(t) and the unknown w(m), the above equivalencing ͓defined by Eq. ͑2.5͔͒ defines how to scale analytically any measurable rheological quantity, which can be defined as a linear functional of G(t), to a linear functional of w(m). Consequently, for a given rheological property which takes the form M (G), with (t) specified ͓e.g., (t) ϭ t ␣ ͔, it is the equivalencing defined by Eq. ͑2.5͒ which defines the molecular weight scaling for that property. Thus, Mead's ͑1994͒ equivalencing, already discussed above, corresponds to the molecular weight scaling of measurable rheological parameters such as the zero shear viscosity 0 .
Subsequently, Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ showed that the molecular weight scaling of the relaxation modulus functional
was independent of the form of the mixing rule when
The significance of this result is that it established that the scaling of the mentioned relaxation modulus functionals sees all the mixing rules examined by Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ as being the same. It shows that, from a molecular weight scaling point of view, single and double reptation are the same. More recently, Maier et al. ͑1998͒ have shown that, at least for the polymers they studied, a more realistic value for ϭ is ϳ 3.8, though, subsequently, Thimm et al. ͑2000͒ have revised it back to ϳ 2. In many ways, it was this result which motivated the need to put the earlier Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ result on a firmer and more comprehensive footing.
A scaling relationship is not an equality. As shown above, it is a characterization of how a given physical parameter ͑functional͒ ͑e.g., 0 ͒ behaves in terms of some specified physical parameter ͑e.g., average molecular weight M ), on which it depends. It tells one how the given physical parameter behaves in terms of the specified parameter when all other possible parameters are held constant ͑e.g., 0 ϳ M 3.4 ͒. Scaling relationships take this form, as they are normally derived using the traditional scaling ansatz ͓cf. Lin and Segal ͑1974͔͒, which involves a matching of the units between the two parameters, rather than the direct manipulation of identities. In many situations, the scaling ansatz is all that one can apply, as one does not have a mathematical relationship involving the two parameters. In fact, in many situations, the scaling is performed in order to gain insight about how one might formulate such a relationship. In the current context, one has such a relationship ͓namely, the mixing rule Eq. ͑2.1͒, and the linear functional identity Eq. ͑2.5͒ and Eq. ͑2.4͔͒, and one is interested in the implications for the associated scaling of the parameters that it encapsulates. The traditional scaling information is hidden implicitly in the identities Eqs. ͑2.1͒, ͑2.4͒, and ͑2.5͒. In many ways, one could argue that, together, they define the strongest form of scaling. Initially, it is necessary to explain how scaling results can be derived when one has such a relationship.
In this paper, it is shown how integral mean value theorems can be used to manipulate the identities of Eqs. ͑2.1͒, ͑2.4͒, and ͑2.5͒ to derive traditional scaling results. In order to achieve this, it is first necessary to formulate an appropriate definition of scaling.
Definition. The identities of Eqs. ͑2.1͒, ͑2.4͒, and ͑2.5͒ determine the scaling
if they can be manipulated to take the form
where the factor C 0 contains numerical constants and terms involving only the kernel k(t,m) of Eq. ͑2.1͒, evaluated at mean value points.
III. MOLECULAR WEIGHT SCALING FOR GENERALIZED REPTATION MIXING RULES
When applied to the generalized mixing rule encapsulated in Eq. ͑2.1͒, the essential steps in the Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ molecular weight scaling argument are as follows.
Lemma 3.1. 
͑t*,m*͑t*͒͒M t ␣͑g͒.
͑3.3͒
For the proof of this Lemma, it is first necessary to establish conditions which guarantee that, for all t, there exists a well behaved function m*(t) such that
This is essentially a generalization of the standard mean value theorem for integrals which exploits explicitly the fact that w(m) is a molecular weight distribution ͑i.e., ͐ 0 ϱ w(m)dm ϭ 1͒. Now, however, because the mean value m*(t) depends on t, it is necessary to establish conditions which guarantee the continuity of m*(t). This is achieved through the use of the implicit function theorem ͓cf. Osserman ͑1968͒, Theorem 2.8.2, p. 118͔. The details are given in Appendix A. The assumption about the growth of k(t,m), as a function of m, is pivotal. As explained in Appendix A, it is required to guarantee that, for each t, the corresponding mean value m*(t) of Eq. ͑3.4͒ is uniquely defined. In this way, one obtains that m*(t), as a function of t, is a unique globally defined and continuous function of t. The importance of the mean-value theorem within a scaling context is that it preserves the equality between the left and right hand sides of the equation being analyzed. Proof of Lemma 3.2. One first observes that, on the basis of the definition of M t ␣( G) and Eq. ͑2.1͒,
One then invokes the extended mean value theorem for integrals, formulated and proved in Appendix A, to obtain
͑3.5͒
Finally, one then applies the standard mean value theorem for integrals to obtain 
͑3.8͒
Under the assumption of Eq. ͑3.7͒, this establishes that the molecular weight scaling is independent of the form of the generalized mixing rule Eq. ͑2.1͒. One can in fact exploit the above mean value theorem argument to establish the following more general result.
Theorem 3.2. If, for a given (m) ϭ Km p , k(t,m)exp(t/(m)), as a function of m for fixed t, is continuous, bounded above and is strictly monotone (Assumption 2), then
The proof of this theorem relies on the following generalization of Corollary 3.1: Corollary 3.
If, for a given (m) ϭ Km p , k(t,m)exp(t/(m)), as a function of m for fixed t, is bounded above and is strictly monotone (Assumption 2), then
M t ␣͑g͒ ϭ K # ⌫͑␣ϩ1͒͑K͒ 1ϩ␣ M m q͑w͒, K # ϭ k͑t # ,m # ͑t # ͒͒ exp͑Ϫt # /͑m # ͑t # ͒͒͒ , q ϭ ͑1ϩ␣͒p.
͑3.11͒

Proof of Corollary 3.2.
One first rewrites M t ␣( g) as
Applying the type of mean value theorem argument invoked in the proof of Lemma 3.2, one obtains
Finally, on applying Corollary 3.1, one completes the proof of Corollary 3.2. ᮀ Proof of Theorem 3.2. One simply combines the result of Corollary 3.2 with that of Lemma 3.2 to obtain Eq. ͑3.9͒. ᮀ
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The concept of a generalized mixing rule, characterized by two parameters and , has been introduced. It has been shown that, for all possible values of у 1 and Ͼ 0, these rules have the same molecular weight scaling. As already mentioned above, one obtains, as special cases, single reptation when ϭ ϭ 1, double reptation when ϭ ϭ 2, and the generalized rules proposed by Anderssen and Mead ͑1998͒ and analyzed by Maier et al. ͑1998͒ and Thimm et al. ͑2000͒ when ϭ . The advantage of the new generalization proposed here is that it is not necessary to constrain and to have the same value. In this way, it yields a much more comprehensive framework in which to construct mixing rules, and, in particular, it gives the experimentalist a greater range of mixing rules from which to choose. For example, as has been shown by a number of authors ͓cf. Carrot and Guillet ͑1997͒, and McLeish ͑1992͔͒, because of the ''accelerated relaxation enhancement'' which occurs in broad polydispersed polymers, compared with monodispersed, mixing rules must have flexibility to model different molecular weight distribution regimes.
However, the above deliberations have ignored the crucial fact that, by definition, G(t) must have fading memory. If it is assumed that a function has fading memory precisely when it is completely monotone, then this requirement places a strong constraint on the allowable values that у 1 and Ͼ 0 can have. This is easily illustrated, if one limits attention to the following special case of Eq. ͑2.1͒
where K(m) and 1/ can be interpreted, respectively, as a multiplicative mollification of the exponential term exp(Ϫt/(m)) and an exponent mollification of the kernel
K(m)exp(Ϫt/(m)).
The integral on the right hand side of Eq. ͑4.1͒ is a completely monotone function. It is well known, and not difficult to prove, that the product of such functions has the same property. It follows that G(t) is completely monotone and, thereby, has fading memory, whenever is an integer. For the special case of Eq. ͑4.1͒, where the kernel K(m) has been chosen to be independent of t, the integral is essentially the Laplace transform of a positive function. But, it is well known that taking an integer power of a Laplace transform of a positive function is equivalent to taking the Laplace transform of the same convolution power of that function. One simply appeals to the fact that the product of two Laplace transforms is the Laplace transform of the indefinite convolution of two positive functions, which is always positive.
However, if is not an integer, there are difficulties, since a fractional power of a completely monotone function is not necessarily completely monotone. Indeed, if it is assumed that G(t) has fading memory, then, by definition,
n G dt n ͑t͒ у 0, for all non-negative integers n, and for all t у 0.
Consider G r (t) ϭ ͓G(t)͔ r , where 0 Ͻ r Ͻ 1. Then
Because r Ͻ 1, the first term on the right hand side of this last equation is negative while the second is positive. Consequently, the conditions for completely monotonocity fail for the second derivative of G r (t) for any G(t) for which dG/dt(0) 0 and d 2 G/dt 2 (0) ϭ 0. As is implicit in this simple example, the fractional power of a completely monotone function will only be completely monotone under special circumstances. In fact, all factional powers of a completely monotone function are completely monotone, if attention is limited to the very special subset of completely monotone functions that have infinitely divisible measures ͓cf. Feller ͑1971͔͒. However, a discussion of such matters is beyond the scope of the present deliberations.
Rheologically, the above discussion implies that: ͑a͒ The model Eq. ͑4.1͒ guarantees the completely monotonicity of G(t), if either is a positive integer, or the molecular weight distribution is assumed to be infinitely divisible, which allows for to take any positive value.
͑b͒ The incorporation of an appropriate non-negative function K(m) into the structure of the kernel in Eq. ͑4.1͒ and then raising it to some arbitrary positive power 1/ gives considerable flexibility to characterizing how the MWD is smoothed to yield the observed value of G(t).
In many ways, the above discussion illustrates the subtlety of rheological modeling. On the one hand, it is proved that molecular weight scaling holds for the generalized mixing rule Eq. ͑2.1͒ for arbitrary у 1 and Ͼ 0. On the other hand, once the need for the relaxation modulus G(t) to have fading memory is taken into account, it is necessary to impose restrictions like Eq. ͑4.1͒ and ͑a͒ above, when using that model to fit and interpret given observational data.
At first sight, it would appear that one is being forced to decide on and work with a single value of . However, on recalling that the sum of two fading memory functions have fading memory, one immediately has the framework in which to generalize the mixing rule Eq. ͑2.1͒ to general polydispersed polymers where the molecular dynamics involves some single, some double, and some higher levels of multiple reptation, namely,
͑4.2͒
where J denotes the number of levels of reptation r( j), j ϭ 1, ...,J occurring in the dynamics of the polymer under investigation with K r( j) (m), r( j) (m), r( j) and w r( j) (m) representing, respectively, at each of the specified levels of reptation, the massdependent multiplicative mollification of the exponential term, the mass-dependent relaxation time, the exponent mollification of the kernel, and the component of w(m) contributing to the r( j) level of reptation. Caveat. As indicated above in ͑a͒, this model requries integer values for the r( j), each corresponding to what could be termed a level of reptation. Experiments will be needed to investigate whether such regimes actually occur ͑cf. ͑ii͒ below͒.
Among other things, this model establishes why: ͑i͒ It is relative easy to model and interpret observational data for a polymer where the molecular dynamics is predominantly of one specific reptation type. For example, for either single or double reptation, one simply ignores the nonpredominant components and sets J ϭ 1 and r(1) to be either 1 or 2, respectively. Then, with respect to the available observational data, one estimates suitable values for K r(1) (m), r(1) (m) and r(1) .
͑ii͒ It is quite difficult to model and interpret observational data for a polymer where the molecular dynamics involves a clear mixture of two or more reptation regimes. To illustrate, consider the situation where the dynamics is only a mixture of single and double reptation. First one sets J ϭ 2 and then r(1) ϭ 1 and r(2) ϭ 2. For given observational data, it is not only necessary to estimate suitable values for K r( j) (m), r( j) (m) and r( j) , j ϭ 1, 2, but, evenly more importantly, to know the decomposition of the molecular weight distribution w(m) into its single and double reptation components w 1 (m) and w 2 (m), respectively.
Validation of these two points can be found in Maier et al. ͑1998͒, and Thimm et al. ͑2000͒ . In the former, their analysis of the experimenal polymer data they collected is equivalent to setting J ϭ 1 in Eq. ͑4.2͒. For r(1) ͑and ͑1͒͒, they obtained the value Ϸ 3.8, which, in terms of the above discussion, tends to imply that the molecular dynamics of the polymer they examined involves a mixture of reptation dynamics. On the other hand, in the latter, in their analysis of the Maier et al. ͑1998͒ data, they first separated off the Rouse component in the relaxation spectrum derived from the associated oscillatory shear data before performing the type of analysis performed by Maier et al. ͑1998͒ . In essence, this is equivalent to setting J ϭ 2 in Eq. ͑4.2͒, setting the Rouse component to correspond to one type of reptation and to modeling the remaining component as having independent dynamics. Interestingly, the counterpart of r(2) obtained in this way took the value Ϸ 2, which tends to imply that the dynamics of the remaining component was predominantly double reptation.
APPENDIX A
As explained in Sec. III ͑in the discussion following Lemma 3.2͒, in order to construct the proofs given there, it is necessary to establish conditions which guarantee the continuity of the mean value m*(t) in the equation where 0 р ␣ Ͻ ␤ Ͻ ϱ, then there exists a unique y such that ⌽(t,y) ϭ 0. Proof. Since w(m) is a normalized molecular weight distribution, it follows that, because of the assumed properties of k(t,m),
This, together with the strictly increasing behavior of k(t,m) for fixed t, implies that there is at most one y such that ⌽(t,y) ϭ 0. The required result now follows from condition ͑A.1͒, since it implies that there is at least one y such that ⌽(t,y) ϭ 0. 
